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Abstract

PROBA-3 is a space mission of the European Space Agency that will test, and validate metrology and control systems for autono-
mous formation flying of two independent satellites. PROBA-3 will operate in a High Elliptic Orbit and when approaching the apogee at
6�104 Km, the two spacecraft will align to realize a giant externally occulted coronagraph named ASPIICS, with the telescope on one
satellite and the external occulter on the other one, at inter-satellite distance of 144.3 m. The formation will be maintained over 6 hrs
across the apogee transit and during this time different validation operations will be performed to confirm the effectiveness of the for-
mation flying metrology concept, the metrology control systems and algorithms, and the spacecraft manoeuvring. The observation of the
Sun’s Corona in the field of view [1.08;3.0]RSun will represent the scientific tool to confirm the formation flying alignment. In this paper,
we review the mission concept and we describe the Shadow Position Sensors (SPS), one of the metrological systems designed to provide
high accuracy (sub-millimetre level) absolute and relative alignment measurement of the formation flying. The metrology algorithm
developed to convert the SPS measurements in lateral and longitudinal movement estimation is also described and the measurement bud-
get summarized.
� 2020 COSPAR. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Formation flying (FF) of multiple spacecraft gathers
great interest from the scientific community due to the
opportunity to significantly improve the observation capa-
bilities and resolution limits. From the last decades of the
last century, numerous mission concepts, based on multi
spacecraft constellation and formation flying, have been
proposed to satisfy a large diversity of scientific objectives.
Even if many of them have been abandoned, mainly due to
the large gap between the required and the available tech-
nology, and the cost, starting the new millennium the idea
to concretize these concepts have become more then realis-
tic and many agencies have proposed or made in operation
space missions based on a formation-flying concept
[Leitner, 2004, Xiang and Jorgensen, 2005].

Gathering experience from mission such us CLUSTER
[Escoubet et al., 1997], GRACE [Tapley et al., 2004], and
Cosmo-SkyMed [Covello et al., 2008], composed of two
or more spacecraft in similar orbits with no active or
semi-automatic control, the employment of multiple satel-
lites in a variable configuration confirmed how these new
mission architectures enable unprecedented science perfor-
mance. The step forward to realize high performing forma-
tion flying is to make effective a multi-spacecraft
configuration using an active control scheme to autono-
mously realize and maintain the absolute and relative posi-
tioning (real-time and closed-loop control systems).

The FF concept was studied for many applications such
as earth observation, astrometry, interferometry, and coro-
nagraphy. In this sense, the TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X mis-
sion [Krieger et al., 2007, Werninghaus, 2004] represented
the first space mission equipped and operated routinely
with an autonomous formation flying system. Mission like
Darwin [Wallner et al., 2006], TPF [Blackwood et al., 2003]
LISA [Jennrich, 2004] have been thought as accurate inter-
ferometers able to materialize large/huge baselines with
multiple collecting apertures maintained in interferometric
configuration over long periods. Similarly, PROBA-3
[Landgraf and Mestreau-Garreaub, 2013] and StarShade
[Glassman et al., 2009] are expected to trace a new frontier
for solar and stellar coronagraphy, yielding to observe the
Sun’s Corona phenomena with high spatial resolution very
close to the solar limb, and to permit to observe, for the
first time, exo-planet close to their parent star, respectively.

With the great advantage of increased functionality and
enhanced reliability, all these FF concepts share common
features: they impose stringent constraints on the relative
and absolute positioning, pointing, and stabilization of
the spacecraft. This requires the design, the study, and
the implementation of fine metrology techniques and actu-
ation systems as well as the verification and validation of
robust control algorithms. The in-flight testing of forma-
tion flying control techniques became mandatory and, in
this sense, the PRISMA mission [Bodin et al., 2009],
launched in 2010, represented the first demonstrator of
in-orbit FF and rendezvous metrology. PRISMA was
2
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flown on a Low Elliptical Orbit and automatic acquisition
of the FF was successfully tested through different experi-
ment that used GPS control, Radio Frequency Link, and
Visual Based Sensors. The achieved level of performance
was below the requirements of future mission concepts
since the equipment suite did not involve any fine actuation
or adequate optical metrology and the gravity gradient
environment was far from favourable. Therefore, a detailed
approach to accurate modelling and validation of high
accuracy metrology systems has become the driving goal
for the next generation FF missions.

In this scenario, PROBA-3, ”PRoject for On-Board
Autonomy”, represents a cornerstone mission aimed at
realizing full automatic acquisition and maintenance of
the FF of two independent spacecraft flying on a High
Elliptical Orbit (HEO). PROBA-3 is a mission part of the
ESA In-Orbit Demonstration (IOD) strategy, implemented
by the Directorate of Technical and Quality management
(D/TEC), supported by ESA’s General Support Technol-
ogy Programme, and it is dedicated to the verification
and validation of precise formation flying metrology con-
cept and manoeuvres, including formation acquisition,
maintenance, resizing and retargeting.

To this end, different metrology instrumentations are
implemented that will be operated to align the two space-
craft down to millimetre accuracy level. In the following
sections 2 and 3, we review the PROBA-3 mission and
the main metrology sub-systems. In the subsequent sec-
tions, we focus on the Shadow Position Sensors, the
metrology subsystem that is expected to return the mea-
surement of the absolute and relative positioning of the for-
mation with the finest accuracy.

2. PROBA-3 mission

The PROBA-3 mission consists of two small spacecraft
which will acquire and maintain a formation flying with rel-
ative position control accuracy that varies with the inter-
satellite distance (ISD). PROBA-3 metrology concept will
be tested to resize the formation between 25 m and 250 m,
and to retargeting up to 30� (Fig. 1) with respect to the
Sun direction, and with accuracy varying between 2 mm
at 40 m, 5 mm at 150 m, and 8 mm at 250 m. This two bodies
system will behave as a virtual rigid structure being com-
manded to rotate and to point at the desired direction.

The formation is realized over six hours long passage
around the apogee, to maximize the advantage of the grav-
itational derivative and to minimize the overall power con-
sumption budget. After this operation period, the
formation breaks and the two satellites are positioned in
a safety orbit to avoid collision and evaporation (Direct
Transfer Manoeuvre 1- DTM1). Approaching the perigee,
the GPS control drives the FF by controlling proper orbital
parameters and by propagating the configuration through
the new orbit. Arriving at the DTM2 point, the FF is re-
acquired and operations repeat. In the following Fig. 2, a
reproduction of the PROBA-3 orbit is given.
ROBA-3 mission and the Shadow Position Sensors: Metrology mea-
rg/10.1016/j.asr.2020.07.022
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Fig. 1. PROBA-3 manoeuvring for metrology testing and validation.

Fig. 2. PROBA-3 orbit details.

Fig. 3. PROBA-3 inter satellite distance (ISD) variation over one year.
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The scientific tool used for validating the formation fly-
ing is the observation of the Sun’s Corona by realizing a
diluted externally occulted coronagraph [Galy et al.,
2015], named ASPIICS, ‘‘Association of Spacecraft for
Polarimetric and Imaging Investigation of the Corona of
the Sun”, with the telescope on one spacecraft (Corona-
graph SpaceCraft - CSC) and the occulter disk on the other
one (Occulter SpaceCraft - OSC). Coronagraphic observa-
tions will be obtained when the two spacecraft will be in FF
at a relative ISD = 144.3 m. This distance is an average
value linked to the dimension of the apparent radius of
the Sun, RSun, the radius of the occulter disk, Rdisk = 710-
mm, and the radius of the entrance pupil of the telescope,
Rpupil = 25 mm, by the relation:

ISD ¼ Rdisk � Rpupil

tan occ � RSunð Þ �
T
2
� Redge � sinðRSunÞ

T = 35 mm is the thickness of the occulter disc and Redge

is the radius of curvature of the disk edge. RSun varies dur-
ing the mission and the ISD will change accordingly, as
shown in Fig. 3, to have the same umbra and penumbra
3
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dimension on the pupil plane of the telescope. The factor
occ = 1.02 is the reference over-occultation required to
the external occulter in order to satisfy the mission scien-
tific requirements [Zuckov, 2018, Galano et al., 2019].

The PROBA-3 observation configuration takes great
advantage from the external occultation at so large ISD,
combined with a customized toroidal geometry of the
occulter [Baccani et al., 2016] that yields to a strong reduc-
tion of the stray light. This configuration is expected to
return scientifically relevant high-resolution coronagraphic
observations very close to the solar limb [Zuckov, 2018], in
the field of view [1.08; 3.0]RSun, where the inner value 1.08
takes into account the extra internal occultation to remove
residual stray light [Galy et al., 2015].

Thanks to a filter wheel mounted in front of the
ASPIICS detector, observations will be performed over
some reference waveband in un-polarised and polarised
light conditions. In the following Table 1, the main obser-
vation tips are given.

At the end of the two years mission, PROBA-3 is
expected to return in-orbit confirmation of different auto-
matic metrology sub-systems and control algorithms,
safety, repeatability, and rendezvous experiments in HEO.
3. Formation flying metrology and control

The FF will be acquired at subsequent steps, by operat-
ing different metrology sub-systems, summarized in Table 2,
and implementing different metrology concepts, alignment,
and control procedures, starting from a rough alignment
(at cm level) to the finest obtainable (sub-millimetre level)
[Contreras et al., 2017].

The two spacecraft are 3-axis stabilized using reaction
wheels with the OSC being responsible for high accuracy
actuation using cold gas milli-Newton thrusters, while the
CSC performing main relative orbital maintenance impul-
sive manoeuvres with monopropellant thrusters. For atti-
tude determination, a set of three optical heads from the
ROBA-3 mission and the Shadow Position Sensors: Metrology mea-
rg/10.1016/j.asr.2020.07.022
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Table 1
PROBA-3 observation tips.

Parameters Values

Payload 2 independent satellites flying in formation
Instrument Externally occulted coronagraph, optimised for the observation of the inner corona
Inter Satellite Distance 144.3 m

Pupil diameter 50 mm
Plate scale 2.8 arcsec / pixel
Field of view [1.08, 3.00] solar radii
Detector Full frame CCD, 2 K � 2 K, passively cooled
Exposure time Adjustable in [1; 600] sec ensured by an electro-mechanical shutter
Wide wavelength range Selected by a wide-band (WB) filter [540 : 590] nm
He I D3 line By a selectable narrow-band filter @ 587.6 nm
Fe XIV line By a selectable narrow-band filter @ 530.9 nm
Polarised light 3 polarisers (0�; ±60�) mounted over a WB filter
Imaging cadence As high as 1 image / 2 s
Power Consumption 300 W (CSC), 180 W (OSC)

Table 2
PROBA-3 Formation flying metrology suite.

Item On CSC On OSC

Formation Flying units

Occulter Position Sensor Emitters (OPSE) Coronagraph detector 3x(+3x) LEDs
Fine Lateral and Longitudinal Sensors (FLLS) 1x corner cube (retroreflector) Sensors and laser emitters
Shadow Position Sensors (SPS) 8x SiPM Occulter (£=1.4 m)
Visual based sensors 8x IR LEDS Optical head (OH) + electronics
Inter satellite link systems 2x Rx-Tx + 2x antenna 2x Rx-Tx + 2x antenna

Actuators

Propulsion Thrusters 2x 8x 1 N Monoprop. 2x 12x 10mN Cold Gas
Reaction Wheel Pyramid of 4 units /

GNC

Star trackers 3x OH + 2x electronics
Sun Sensors 5 (1 fine and 4 coarse) redundant cosine sensors
Rate Sensors 2x units (3 axis)
GPS 2x receivers + 2x antennas

W081;gK032:CSOW003;gK003:CSC

Fig. 4. PROBA-3 satellites (courtesy of ESA): Coronagraph spacecraft (left): Occulter spacecraft (right).
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Fig. 5. PROBA-3 navigation control scheme (Courtesy of ESA).
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star sensors (STR) will be used. Conventional Sun sensors
and gyros will be used for safety (see Fig. 4).

The Fine Lateral and Longitudinal Sensor (FLLS) is the
system that will permit to reach the final alignment. Once
the FF configuration will be reached, the Shadow Position
Sensors (SPS) will be operated to monitor the penumbra
and to maintain the alignment by returning lateral position
measurements with an expected accuracy of 0.5 mm. In the
following Table 3, the schematized operation mode of the
different metrology systems for navigation control and
FF acquisition, is shown.

The metrology sensors return the position measurement
to the On-board Guidance and Navigation Control (GNC)
system and the navigation functions estimate the actual
values of the attitude and of the relative position with
respect to the expected values. Once determined the align-
ment correction, the controllers try to nullify the difference
navigation–guidance, using the CSC and OSC reaction
wheels and OSC cold gas thrusters. The navigation func-
tions (at S/C and FF level) are based on Kalman filters
as schemed in the following Fig. 5.

The FF approaching procedure and the alignment
acquisition are shown in Fig. 6.

The final lateral position error is given by correlating the
measurements from the FLLS with those from the SPS,
and accounting for different contributions, such as con-
stant bias (e.g., fixed misalignment between sensors), slow
drift and variation (e.g., orbital and seasonal thermo-
elastic change), high frequency random noise (e.g., sensor
noise, micro-vibrations). In the end, the mission expected
(lateral) positioning error is equal to 10 mm (3r) with
FLLS and with the SPS supporting for calibration, and
of about 1–2 mm (3r) with SPS in closed loop (assuming
Table 3
Metrology system operation for navigation control and alignmen
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0.5 mm error on the SPS measurements). The pointing
error will be of about 15 arc-seconds (3r) with large part
being constant bias or slow varying bias (time
constants > hours). The longitudinal and lateral errors
are (to a very good approximation level) not correlated.
Pointing and positioning error will be strictly dependent
on the periodic in-flight calibration.
4. Shadow Position Sensors

The Shadow Position Sensors (SPS) metrology sub-
system consists of a series of 8x (3x3)mm2 SiPM (Silicon
PhotoMultiplier) assembled on a Printed Circuit Board
(PCB), equally spaced along a circumference with diameter
£ = 110 mm, and centred on the ASPIICS telescope’s
entrance aperture (£ = 50 mm). As shown in Fig. 7, the
PCB also hosts the SPS proximity electronics [Noce
et al., 2019], and interfaces with the Coronagraph Control
Box (CCB) by means of 2x 37pin connectors feeding the
power and taking out the SiPM digitized irradiance mea-
sures to the on-board control software (OBSW).
t acquisition.
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Fig. 6. Position acquisition via metrology control loop (Courtesy of ESA).

Fig. 7. SPS PCB (engineering model).

Fig. 8. Left) SPS mechanical flange; Right) SPS diode position referred to the telescope (closed) door.
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The SPS PCB is assembled within a toroidal shaped
mechanical flange, that is fastened to the Coronagraph
Optical Box (COB), as in Fig. 8, left panel. The SPSs look
at the deep space and at the Sun toward eight pinholes,
with diameter £ = 2.5 mm, centred on the SiPM diode
and dimensioned to equalize the illuminated area by
accounting of the manufacturing and alignment tolerances.
A concentric set of teeth constitutes the interface labyrinth
6
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with the telescope’s Front Door Assembly (FDA) to have
contamination control. Fig. 8, right panel, shows the SPS
position when covered by the FDA/Lid and their orienta-
tion with respect the reference system centred on the
Coronagraph’s pupil.

The eight SPSs will measure the irradiances in the
penumbra generated by the external occulter on the Coron-
agraph’s entrance pupil plane and will monitor the proper
ROBA-3 mission and the Shadow Position Sensors: Metrology mea-
rg/10.1016/j.asr.2020.07.022
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Fig. 9. SPS CAP modified with the insertion of the band pass filters.
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positioning by returning the digitized photon budget from
opposite sensors (axial symmetry of the penumbra with
respect to the entrance pupil). A dedicated metrology algo-
rithm [Casti et al., 2019] will manage these irradiances
returning the absolute and relative position of the forma-
tion, as described in Section 7.

In order to optimize the diode responsivity and the
current-to-voltage conversion (Eq. (3)), the window cover-
ing the SPS dye has been modified by gluing a second glass
plate, 0.5 mm thick, as shown in Fig. 9, with the internal
surface treated with a band pass filter that restricts the
observation waveband to the range [500; 650]nm.

The SPS diodes are grouped in two independent sets of
four sensors: the nominal set A (1, 3, 5, 7 in Fig. 8, right
panel) and the redundant set B (2, 4, 6, 8 in Fig. 8, right
panel). During standard operations, in penumbra illumina-
tion conditions with the telescope’s door open, only the
nominal set A will be operated. Moreover, the in-flight
optical calibration of the diodes can be done using the only
available source that is the Sun. For this reason, the FDA/
Lid is designed with holes in front of the SPS pinholes,
properly dimensioned to maximize the SPS field of view
(and minimize the edge scattering): The four holes in front
of the nominal set A house neutral density filters (ND = 2)
to observe the Sun without saturation (with the door
closed); the four holes in front of the redundant set B are
left free to perform measurements during partial eclipse
(cross-calibration with nominal set A) and when in penum-
bra with the door closed [Capobianco et al., 2019].

The SPS is passively powered by the CCB of the coron-
agraph instrument, that commands the two sets separately.
The overall power consumption budget with both the SPS
sets on, is of about 2.3 W.
Fig. 10. Cartoon showing: Left) the geometrical penumbral (light grey) and um
plane; Right) the orientation of the requirement box (yellow/smaller: 20x20x2
measurements should be provided according to mission accuracy requirement
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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5. SPS measurement concept

As shown in Fig. 10, left panel, the occulting disk pro-
jects both a shadow and a penumbra on the Coronagraph’s
entrance pupil plane. The SPS will measure the photon
budget at symmetrical positions, with respect to the pupil
centre and, by knowing the theoretical illumination pattern
of the penumbra at the given ISD [Bemporad et al., 2015],
it will return the position of the CSC with respect to the
Sun and to the OSC, i.e. the absolute and relative pointing
of the formation. The FF alignment measurement accura-
cies required to the SPS are:

- 0.5 mm for lateral movements (3r);
- 50 mm for longitudinal movements (3r);

within a 3D requirement box of 20x20x200 mm3, the yel-
low/smaller volume in Fig. 10, right panel, centred on the
nominal FF position. Furthermore, the SPS shall be able
to provide the position, without any specified accuracy
requirements, over an extended 3D goal box of
100x100x1000 mm3, the red/larger volume in Fig. 10, right
panel.

The measured irradiances are firstly converted in cur-
rents and then in voltages by the proximity electronics
and amplified by a 2-stage amplification chain [Noce
et al., 2019]. Both the outputs of the amplifiers are then dig-
itized by a 12-bit ADC and fed to the Coronagraph Con-
trol Box (CCB) by connector wirings and then to the
metrology algorithm that is part of the on-board control
software, where the measured signals are processed to cal-
culate the FF positioning [Casti et al., 2019]. The SPS will
return a position measurement to the GNC with a fre-
quency of 2 Hz.

The algorithm that converts the irradiances into the dis-
placement of the coronagraph with respect to the umbra is
based on a proper knowledge of the light distribution on
the SPS plane. The photon distribution goes from no illu-
mination for the points in the umbra (no visible fraction
of the solar disk) up to total illumination for the points
bra (dark grey) projected by the external occulter on the coronagraph pupil
00 mm3) and of the goal box (red/larger 100x100x1000 mm3) where SPS
s. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
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Fig. 11. Left) Simulated umbra and penumbra distribution around the SPS; Right) Cartoon showing the general geometrical configuration defining the
location of the solar disk (yellow/decentred filled circle) and the fraction of the disk emerging behind the occulter (grey filled ellipse). (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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located out of the penumbra (whole solar disk visible). For
all the intermediate points (Fig. 11, left panel) the amount
of light coming on a single SPS corresponds to the geomet-
rical area of the Sun crescent not covered by the occulter,
as shown in Fig. 11, right panel.

Under the hypothesis to assume a circular shaped solar
disk and the occulter edge with an elliptical projected shape
(to account of any possible tilt), the derivation of the radi-
ating area seen by the SPS starts from the determination of
the intersection points between the circle and the ellipse.
Having the ellipse (occulter) centred on the origin of the
(y, z) ASPIICS’s reference frame with symmetry axes par-
allel to the main axes of the SPS reference system1, and
the circle (Sun) centre shifted at the position C(y0, z0), as
in Fig. 11, right panel, the intersection points are given
by the solution of the following Eq. 1:

y2

a2 þ z2

b2
¼ 1

ðy � y0Þ2 þ ðz� z0Þ2 ¼ R2

(
! ay4 þ by3 þ cy2 þ dy þ e ¼ 0

ð1Þ
From the intersection points, and knowing the angular
dimensions of the Sun and of the occulter disk, and the
spectral intensity of the Sun, we can obtain the radiating
area by integrating the radiance with the following con-
straints: a) the Sun is not a perfect circle; b) the occulter
projection can vary within mission requirements; c) the illu-
mination of the Sun is not uniform over the disk, because
of the limb darkening effect [Cox, 2000]; d) the waveband
1 The coordinate axes for ASPIICS/PROBA-3 are oriented such that the
x-axis is along the optical axis, pointing to the ASPIICS detector, the y-
axis is along the vertical to the coronagraph optical bench and the z-axis
complete the right-handed triad. The (y,z) orthogonal plane is assumed
centered on the telescope’s entrance pupil.
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of operation of the SPS [500;650]nm; e) the spatial filtering
due to the pinholes dimensions £ = 2.5 mm that univo-
cally define the acceptance solid angle OSPS.

Finally, we have that the irradiance L at the SPS level
(Eq. 2) is:

L ¼
Z

Apinhole

Z
XSPS

�
Zkmax

kmin

Ik 1� uk � vk þ ukcos#þ vkcos2#
� �

dk dx dy dz

ð2Þ
where uk, vk are the limb darkening coefficients [Cox, 2000]
and Ik is the spectral intensity.
6. SPS transfer function

The SPS diodes convert the irradiance L in current via
the relation CSPS = K�1 � L where the factor K�1 is the
‘‘diode effective responsivity” that accounts for the spectral
flux Fk, the transmissivities of the diode protection window
TW, and of the applied band pass coating TF, and for the
SiPM quantum efficiency at the operation waveband and
temperature, eSPS(k,TSPS). The K factor has units of [W/
A] and is defined as [Bemporad et al., 2015]:

K ¼
R
Apinhole

R
XSPS

R kmax

kmin
Ik0 1� uk � vk þ ukcos#þ vkcos2#ð ÞdkdxdydzR

Apinhole
f SPS

hG #ð ÞiXSPS
hG #ð ÞiXs

R kmax

kmin
F kTW kð ÞT F kð ÞeSPS k; T SPSð Þdkdydz

ð3Þ

fSPS is the fraction of Sun disk seen by the SPS.
In the considered waveband, the effective responsivity

K�1 is weakly dependent on the position across the penum-
bra profile and it can be assumed constant (this being the
ROBA-3 mission and the Shadow Position Sensors: Metrology mea-
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Fig. 12. SPS electronics amplification chain.
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main reason for filtering). The current CSPS generated from
each sensor is transformed in a voltage by a trans-
impedance amplification stage as VTIA [mV] = ATIA[kX] �
Csps [mA], where ATIA(kX) is the trans-impedance amplifi-
cation factor.

Within the volume of relative spacecraft displacements,
the Sun irradiance shows a huge variation. In order to have
the proper sensitivity over the full dynamic range, the prox-
imity electronic has been designed adopting two-gain ampli-
fication chains: Low Gain (LG) (that corresponds to the
ATIA) and the High Gain (HG), with a constant ratio HG/
LG = 5 as schemed in Fig. 12. LG measurements are used
to cover the illumination full range and the HG measure-
ment to return the expected accuracy in low light conditions.

The amplified voltages are then digitized by the 12-bit
ADC and fed to the CCB by connector wirings. Here,
the SPS digitized readouts are processed by the SPS metrol-
ogy algorithm embedded in the OBSW. As a first step, the
HG measurement is compared with a reference threshold
such that when HG < 4000 DN, namely in low light
regime, it is retained for the position calculation otherwise
it is discarded and the LG output is used.

In this latter case, before final processing of the signal,
the LG readouts are multiplied by 5 to have the proper
continuity with the HG values and to have the correct
mapping of the displacements range.
7. SPS metrology algorithm

The SPS metrology algorithm receives in input both LG
and HG measurements of the penumbra profile and returns
the position measurement to the GNC loop, after having
applied different calculation procedures.

The four readouts from the nominal set A and the four
readouts from the redundant set B are considered, sepa-
9
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rately. The algorithm will be informed on what set is work-
ing (in nominal condition only set A is operated) and the
corresponding digitized LG or HG amplified irradiances
are used to retrieve the FF positioning. To this aim, four
different procedures are run: three procedures calculate
the FF misalignment on the lateral plane (y, z), orthogonal
to the optical axis of the coronagraph, and centred on the
entrance pupil; the fourth routine computes the longitudi-
nal coordinate x, using in input the (y, z) coordinates
retrieved by the previous ones.

The best strategy for the computation of the relative
position will be identified during FF operation on the base
of data on-ground post-processing.

The estimated position is returned with several validity
flags that inform the control system about the effectiveness
of the SPS measurements, taking into account: the flux
regime, the proximity temperature, the relative drift of
the two satellites, and any possible noise that could some-
how make the SPS measurements not valid [Casti et al.,
2019].

In the following subsections, the procedures for the
position calculation are listed and described in order of
complexity.
7.1. Lateral positioning

- The differential algorithm: it provides qualitative
response about the satellites alignment, determining
whether the two spacecraft are in the aligned configura-
tion or not, and providing a rough estimate of the
misalignment direction at a given time. In order to min-
imize any possible uncertainty related to the radiometric
calibration of each SPS, the differential algorithm com-
putes relative and not absolute differences as given in
Eq. (4).
ROBA-3 mission and the Shadow Position Sensors: Metrology mea-
rg/10.1016/j.asr.2020.07.022
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d15 ¼ R1 � R5

R1 þ R5

; d37 ¼ R3 � R7

R3 þ R7

; d26

¼ R2 � R6

R2 þ R6

; d48 ¼ R4 � R8

R4 þ R8

ð4Þ

This algorithm will be extremely useful during the in-
flight calibration, when it will be necessary to perform a
fine-tuning of the parameters used by the others procedures
(e.g., the pseudo-paraboloid fitting parameters).

- The linear algorithm: it gives a first quantitative estima-
tion of the occulter position on the (y,z) plane. As the
differential algorithm, it is based on the difference of sig-
nals measured by opposite SPSs but implies to have the
in-flight calibration of the irradiance profile in order to
retrieve absolute measurements, as in Eq. 5:
z0 ¼ R3 � R7

d
; y0 ¼

R1 � R5

d
ð5Þ

where d is a calibration coefficient that accounts of the ref-
erence nominal FF position.

- The pseudo-paraboloid algorithm: it is the most complex
one and it is based on a third order polynomial fitting of
the computed penumbra profile generated by the occul-
ter. If we indicate with R the reading at each SPS loca-
tion, the best fit of the penumbra is returned as:
R ¼ jz� z0j þ jy � y0j
a

þ ðz� z0Þ2 þ ðy � y0Þ2
b2

þ jz� z0j3 þ jy � y0j3
c3

þR0 ð6Þ

where a, b, c, are the fitting coefficients, and R0 is a variable
related to the longitudinal position x0 calculated as the
average of the four radiance values returned by the four
SPSs at the nominal ISD [Bemporad et al., 2015]. Applying
Eq. (6) to each SPS (Fig. 11, left panel), and solving for y0
and z0, after some mathematics, the resulting equations Eq.
7 and Eq. 8 providing the occulter centre position are
[Bemporad et al., 2015]:

y0 ¼ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�A=3

p
cos 1

3
cos�1 ðR5�R1Þc3

4
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�ðA=3Þ3

p
� �

þ 4p

� �	 


z0 ¼ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�A=3

p
cos 1

3
cos�1 ðR3�R7Þc3

4
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�ðA=3Þ3

p
� �

þ 4p

� �	 
 ð7Þ

with:

A ¼ c3
1

a
þ 2rSPS

b2
þ 3r2SPS

c3

� �
ð8Þ

With rSPS = 55 mm the radial position of the SPS
respect to the centre of the reference system centred on
the ASPIICS’s entrance pupil.

7.2. Longitudinal positioning

Once obtained the lateral position, the longitudinal posi-
tion x is calculated by finding the solution of the second
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order polynomial that has been found being the best fitting
approximation (at first order) to represent the evolution of
the SPS lateral measurement along the longitudinal direc-
tion. If we refer to the simulated SPS counts at the radial
distance of 55 mm from the centre of the umbra as
R55(x0), the variation of the penumbra irradiance along
the x coordinate can be fitted by a quadratic function, as:

R55 ¼ Hx2 þ Kxþ L ð9Þ
The main assumption for the application of this method

to the calculation of the longitudinal coordinate is that the
shape of the pseudo-paraboloid representing the penumbra
distribution on the plane orthogonal to the optical axis is
preserved for any displacement dx. This is not exactly true
but we verified that it is an acceptable approximation giving
a residual error within the accuracy specification, as shown
in the following section. We obtain the x0 coordinate, as:

x0 ¼
�K �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
K2 � 4HðL� R55compÞ

q
2H

þ 1

4
d2
0 ð10Þ

where d2
0 ¼ y20 þ z20, and H, K, L are the coefficients of the

parabolic fitting curve (calculated at the nominal ISD). R55-

comp represents the discrepancy between the measured val-
ues and those referred to the aligned FF [Casti et al., 2019].

8. Algorithm performances test

We tested the algorithm running the different procedures
for a set of simulated SPS measurements, representative of
different spacecraft relative and absolute positions.

A matrix representation of the digitalized penumbra
profile, as returned by the system electronics, was gener-
ated, covering a 2D space of 130mm � 130mm, divided
in squares of 10lm � 10lm. The centre of this area corre-
sponds to the centre of the umbra, which is also the occul-
ter geometrical centre.

Assuming, as still remarked, that moving along the lon-
gitudinal direction the shape of the penumbra profile does
not change, a 3D volume of 2D matrices was built for a set
of longitudinal FF misalignments so to obtain a 3D box as
more as possible representative of the yellow/smaller box
shown in Fig. 10, left panel, compatibly with the calcula-
tion time consumption.

The algorithm has been implemented in Matlab code
and tested with reference values of the various fitting
parameters as returned by the penumbra profile simulation
at the reference ISD. The main assumption for the fitting
procedure is to consider two different sets of coefficients:
one set for a coarse fit, used for lateral positioning far from
the FF nominal position; a second set for a fine fit, used for
lateral positioning around to the nominal position.

It has been shown that the best results are obtained
when the boundary between the region of validity for the
two fitting solutions is fixed at 13.8 mm. When a lateral dis-
placement of the FF is lower than this limit, the best esti-
mation is returned by applying the fine fit; when the
ROBA-3 mission and the Shadow Position Sensors: Metrology mea-
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Fig. 13. SPS measurement error map obtained from simulations at nominal ISD, ISD-100 mm and ISD + 100 mm (requirement box): Left) lateral; Right)
longitudinal.
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displacement is larger, the best solution is returned by the
coarse fit.

The algorithm performances have been verified assum-
ing a known misalignment and giving in input to the SPS
the corresponding expected irradiance values, obtained by
mapping the penumbra profile. The difference between
the values calculated by the algorithm and the considered
displacement quantifies the implicit algorithm error.
During verification and testing of the metrology algorithm,
we found that the performances improve when the result of
the pseudo-paraboloid fitting procedure is combined with
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the result of the linear procedure (average of position esti-
mations). In Fig. 13, the resulting error distribution for lat-
eral (left) and longitudinal (right) misalignment, are given.

The error map was obtained computing the occulter
centre position varying within the requirement box (yel-
low/smaller in Fig. 10, right) and combining the outcomes
of both linear and pseudo-paraboloid algorithms. As it is
possible to observe, the maximum absolute lateral error
at the nominal ISD is about 60 lm, while the worst case
at the longitudinal extremes of the requirement box is
250 lm.
ROBA-3 mission and the Shadow Position Sensors: Metrology mea-
rg/10.1016/j.asr.2020.07.022
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Table 4
SPS error budget.

Contribution Lateral (mm) Longitudinal (mm)

Metrology System Error Budget

Readout electronics 1 0.2
Algorithms – Fit of penumbra profile (worst case) 250 20
Ageing + radiation (EOL without periodical calibration) 160 32
In-flight calibration residuals (3-months periodicity) 21 4.2
On-ground calibration residuals 5 1

Uncertainties on the Penumbra Illumination Profile

Diffraction 600 120
Sunspots** 160 8

Total

EOL (End of Life) without penumbra assessment and only initial calibration 897 158
EOL with penumbra assessment and periodical calibrations 251 20

** These are occasional events with additive contribution.
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The longitudinal error map was obtained considering a
lateral relative movement of the two spacecraft at different
ISD (nominal, nominal ± 100 mm) and verifying the capa-
bility of the paraboloid approximation, Eqs. (9) and (10),
to return the longitudinal position. The maximum error
is about 20 mm.

Both lateral and longitudinal errors are well within the
SPS accuracy requirements.
9. SPS error budget

In Table 4, we give the error budget of the full measure-
ment chain, accounting of the photon noise, the electronic
contribution, the algorithm, the calibration residuals, and
the uncertainty in the penumbra knowledge.

The largest contribution to the error comes from the un-
knowledge of the real penumbra profile that is the sum of
the geometric irradiance distribution behind the occulter
and of the diffraction generated by the occulter. Physical
random events, such as sunspots, can also significantly
reduce the measurement accuracy (even if for small peri-
ods). The metrology algorithm implements several evalua-
tion steps to verify when a positioning measurement can be
considered valid or not, so that, as still underlined, each
Fig. 14. EQM SPS flange: Ins
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SPS readout is flagged to inform the OBSW about the
effectiveness of the reading. Periodic in-flight calibration
plays a critical role to satisfy the EOL accuracy require-
ments [Capobianco et al., 2019].
10. SPS status

The SPS program completed the qualification campaign
with the delivery of the Engineering Qualification Model –
EQM. The SPS flange has been internally finished with
ACKTARMagic Black to minimize any spurious light that
could disturb the SPS measurements (Fig. 14a and b). The
inner surface of the SPS that is part of the ASPIICS tele-
scope tube has been also blackened to control stray light
toward internal optics.

The front surface, facing the deep space and the Sun, has
been finished with MAP-PCBE silicon white paint to opti-
mize thermal properties (Fig. 15). All other external sur-
faces have been treated with Alodine1200 to protect
against corrosion. Fig. 15 shows the SPS assembled and
mounted over a supporting fixture used for thermal testing.
The EQM PCB, shown in Fig. 7, is assembled inside the
flange and the connectors properly mounted in order to
exit the holes on the connector bracket (shown in
ide view before assembly.
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Fig. 15. EQM SPS assembled with the PCB: Connectors properly mounted to have external link to the control unit.
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Fig. 14a). The cabling to the electronic ground segment
equipment (EGSE), used for verification of the SPS func-
tionalities during the qualification phases, is also shown.

The production of the SPS flight model (FM) started at
the beginning of 2020, and the final delivery is currently
expected for end of 2020.
11. Conclusions

We present a review of the PROBA-3 mission of the
European Space Agency, a cornerstone technological mis-
sion aimed at in-orbit validation of different metrology
sub-systems and control algorithms for a two-spacecraft
formation flying. At the end of the two years mission,
PROBA-3 is expected to return a complete robust autono-
mous formation flying architecture including GNC valida-
tion, and formation safety and repeatability manoeuvres
configurations. Moreover, being the validation tool a
diluted coronagraph, with the telescope on one spacecraft
(CSC), named ASPIICS, and the occulter on the other
one (OSC), at inter-satellite distance of 144.3 m, scientifi-
cally relevant coronagraphic observations at high spatial
and temporal resolution down to 1.08RSun will be
provided.

Between the metrology sub-systems, the Shadow Posi-
tion Sensors (SPS), a series of 8 SiPM disposed around
the ASPIICS’s entrance aperture, is the active most critical
one. It aims at measuring the proper centring of the
penumbra projected by the external occulter with the cen-
tre of the coronagraph entrance pupil, with sub-
millimetre accuracy. Starting from the irradiance measure-
ments, that in FF conditions will be the same on each sen-
sor, the monitoring of any variation from the symmetry
condition will permit to calculate, by mean of a dedicated
metrology algorithm, the lateral and longitudinal misalign-
ment of the two spacecraft, and to return to the GNC the
information for the relative and absolution re-alignment of
the formation. In this paper, we describe the SPS system
architecture, the measurement concept, and the metrology
algorithm showing how the expected performances are in
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agreement with the mission accuracy requirements. The
status of the SPS program is finally outlined.
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